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Little Cumbrae Stag/Hen Day & Camping 
Round Island 

 
 

Little Cumbrae is a fantastic location for entertaining guests or just having fun with your own 
party.  There is a 700 year old Castle, the main house has a great hall with a warming large 
fireplace and high arched ceiling.  You and your group will be picked up in our 10 metre RIBs 
(Rigid Inflatable Boats) that can travel at up to 55mph.  It is a truly exhilarating way to see the 
area and a huge amount of ground can be covered quickly & safely.  Little Cumbrae has 3 
lighthouses, a Castle, the beautiful main house, various burial grounds, bird colonies and a 
busy Seal colony.  It truly is a forgotten treasure on the Lower Firth of Clyde. 
 

Itinerary 
 0930 Meet at Largs Yacht Haven 

 0945 Introduction to skippers and boats as well as distribution of waterproofs 
and safety equipment 

 1000 Depart and enjoy an informative guided and exciting trip around the Island 
of Little Cumbrae before landing on the Island 

 1100 Arrive on Little Cumbrae 

 1800 or 1830 Return trip for those not camping 

 

Following Morning 

 1000 Collect remaining people from Party 

 1015 Arrive Largs 

 

This all inclusive package, based on a group of 12/24/36/48 people would be £35 
per head. 

What is included in this package?  

 10 metre RIBS and skippers to voyage around the Island and evening 
transfers back plus the ones on the following day 

 Waterproofs and safety equipment 

 

 

What is not included in this package?  

 Landing fees on Island, normally £5 pp for those not camping. 

 Landing fee for those camping are £6.5 pp all in. 

 Hire of hall if required (approx £100 for an evening) 

However, we would book the hall; arrange the camping etc on the Island for you. 
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Other Notes 
 

If required we can also quote additionally for transportation of any catering equipment, 
supplies or staff for earlier in the day / following day.  Alternatively if you would like us to 
organise all the catering then please just let us know. 

 

 

However, if you are bringing your own camping gear, BBQ coals, food & drinks then we can 
normally fit this in the boat that you are travelling on.  If you are bringing drinks then please 
bring them in Cans / boxes (eg wine) rather than bottles as these sometimes don’t travel well 
in the boats. 

 

 

Prices are based on you being on time.  If you are late then we may need to make a surcharge or change the timings.  
When we are busy we normally have a variety of activities in one day and we need to be on time for our other 
customers. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

If this does not meet your requirements w
are happy to develop a day to suit with
budget.  

e 
in a 

Our boats are compliant with the standards of 
the Marine and Coastguard Agency Licensing.  
All vessels are fully insured with a £10 million 
pound third party cover.  All skippers are fully 
qualified and experienced.  Waterproofs, Life 
Jackets and safety equipment included. 
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